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The Super Bowl is the annual playoff 
championship game of the National Football 
League (NFL). 

Maven Road analyzed online conversations FROM 
USERS LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES. A social 
listening analysis was performed to identify 
relevant feedback across social platformS.

VISION

This year's event was held on Sunday, February 13th. The teams that 
participated in the match were the Cincinnati Bengals and Los Angeles Rams. 
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Global data from Twitter 
and other platforms was 
extracted via BRANDWATCH. 
The data was then used to 
track Super Bowl’s  
conversations from JANUARY 
1ST, 2022, through FEBRUARY 
14th, 2022, to answer 
specific business questions.

DATA
EXTRACTION

No Language filters were 
applied.

Geo-location filters were 
APPLIED for the present 
study TO CAPTURE MENTIONS 
ORIGINATING  IN THE US.

METHODOLOGY

LANGUAGE 
FILTERS

GEO-LOCATION 
TAGS

PLATFORMS

Blogs

News

TWITTER

FORUMS
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A total of 10.8 million mentions 
were registered during this period. 
Conversations mainly were driven 
by users commenting on the 
matches of the NFL and rooting
for their favorite teams.

SUPER BOWL LVI EDITION

Sources:

Super Bowl Mentions

Team / related Mentions

10.8M

2.2M 

From January 1st to February 14th, many users shared 
posts about one of the most anticipated games in 
America, the NFL Super Bowl 56.

Bengals
1.5M 

rams
779.4K 
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The most significant mentions were reached on February 13th. On this day, 
most users were driving conversations about updates on the match's 
scoring, some of the most remarkable plays, and mentions about the team 
players. Other users were sharing posts about this year's Super Bowl halftime 
show. Famous artists such as Dr. Dre, Eminem, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, 
and Kendrick Lamar were in the view of most users. Some of the most 
shared posts were about Eminem's performance and kneeling on the stage 
after the NFL reportedly told him not to do so. 

*Note: The Timeline of Mentions presents the consolidated stream of Super Bowl mentions..

HOW POPULAR WAS
THE SUPER BOWL 
EVENT ACROSS THE US?

2022

TOTAL MENTIONS

UNIQUE USERS

1.4M 

10.8M
IMPRESSIONS

10.9B

2.0   M
   1.5   M

     1  M
500  k

0   k

Sources:
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1-JAN 6-JAN 12-JAN 17-JAN 23-JAN 28-JAN 4-FEB 8-FEB 14-FEB

Timeline of Mentions - January 1st to February 14th                SUPER BOWL

https://twitter.com/davenewworld_2/status/1493033681501437958?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1493033681501437958%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.brandwatch.com%2Fproject%2F1998305663%2Fdashboards%2F1161985
http://twitter.com/KimMangone/statuses/1493069343122411522
http://twitter.com/GettySport/statuses/1493014295071842311
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Among some of the most active 
regions in the US where MANY users 
shared posts about the Super 
Bowl, we can find California, 
Texas, New York, Florida, and Ohio.

WHICH REGIONS IN 
THE US WERE THE 
MOST ACTIVE?

13.54%

Sources:

9.65%

5.66%

7.99%

6.75%

California

TEXAS

OHIO

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

Geo-location Map Chart with data aggregated by Regions.
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39.9K
Team player, Cooper 
Kupp support

Eminem’s   
Super Bowl
performance

19
Total Mentions

1.5M
Impressions

User Spotlight:

Followers

Eminem the GOAT for kneeling even 
after the NFL told him not to do it

Link13/02/22 9.468 67.9K1.048

Most POSITIVE INFLUENTIAL USERS among Superbowl Mentions* 

Gifdsports

17
Total Mentions

1.8M
Impressions

… Super Bowl MVP. One of the 
greatest individual seasons ever.

Link13/02/22 11.6K 90.6K1.181

Field Yates

798.9K
Followers

*Note: Influential users were chosen based on the Impressions and Engagement of their posts.

https://twitter.com/gifdsports
https://twitter.com/FieldYates/status/1493063876639961089
https://twitter.com/FieldYates/status/1493063876639961089
http://twitter.com/gifdsports/statuses/1493032941575974914
http://twitter.com/gifdsports/statuses/1493032941575974914
http://twitter.com/gifdsports/statuses/1493032941575974914
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
http://twitter.com/gifdsports/statuses/1493032941575974914
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
https://twitter.com/FieldYates/status/1493063876639961089
https://twitter.com/FieldYates
https://twitter.com/FieldYates
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
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532.1K
Team playerS 
CRITICISM

COMMENTS ON 
SUPER BOWL 
HALFTIME SHOW 
PERFORMANCE

9
Total Mentions

3.5M
impressions

User Spotlight:

Followers

Reportedly the NFL nixed Dre saying 
“still don’t love the police” and Eminem 
kneeling but both things happened

Link13/02/22 10.8K 98.9K1.519

Most NEGATIVE INFLUENTIAL USERS among Superbowl Mentions* 

JUDD LEGUM

9
Total Mentions

1.1M
Impressions

Eli Apple is one of the worst 
players in NFL history.

Link13/02/22 1.937 17.9K490

NICK ADAMS

235.7K
Followers

*Note: Influential users were chosen based on the Impressions and Engagement of their posts.

https://twitter.com/gifdsports
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA/status/1493017622820052993?s=20&t=yA2lb4JSJdMH5u9BmR4ZgA1089
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA/status/1493017622820052993?s=20&t=yA2lb4JSJdMH5u9BmR4ZgA1089
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=iWecQTJJpoRyjKxKSaWo2g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=iWecQTJJpoRyjKxKSaWo2g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=iWecQTJJpoRyjKxKSaWo2g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=iWecQTJJpoRyjKxKSaWo2g
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=4ZWQKfUKxoeEiHoW6Pz39g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=4ZWQKfUKxoeEiHoW6Pz39g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=4ZWQKfUKxoeEiHoW6Pz39g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1493034192971653123?s=20&t=iWecQTJJpoRyjKxKSaWo2g
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA/status/1493017622820052993?s=20&t=S-9LF9mLb_2lWsWjBTD_Og
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA/status/1493017622820052993?s=20&t=S-9LF9mLb_2lWsWjBTD_Og
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA/status/1493017622820052993
https://twitter.com/FieldYates
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
https://twitter.com/gifdsports
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BENGALS & RAMS

20 23
 Deep dive.

 ( 13 - 8  )
 ( 16 - 5  )

RAMS MENTIONS

779.4K 
IMPRESSIONS

1.1b

*Note: Mentions are text citations in user/press publications where a brand is referenced. 
Impressions represent the potential number of times content can be seen on social platforms.

1.5M 1.9B
BENGALS  MENTIONS IMPRESSIONS
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Before the game, from 6 pm to 6:30 pm both teams experienced 
an uplift in mentions due to the pre-kickoff hype and 
expectations. Throughout the game, users actively posted the 
scoreboard updates and featured plays. By 9:30 pm, the game 
was nearing its end, and users began to post about the 
countdown to the final outcome.

HOW POPULAR WERE THE 
BENGALS & RAMS AT THE SUPER 
BOWL EVENT ACROSS THE US?

Sources:

TOTAL MENTIONS - BENGALS

265k
Impressions - BENGALS

341m

2022

60  K
40   k

20  k 
0   k

M
en

tio
ns

00:00

Timeline of Mentions : February 13th (24H Distribution)              BENGALS               RAMS    

3:00 6:00 9:00 12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 24:00

*Note:. Impressions represent the potential number of times content can be seen on social platforms.

TOTAL MENTIONS - RAMS

182K
Impressions - RAMS

286M

https://twitter.com/wxyzdetroit/status/1492999951915364354
https://twitter.com/phil_hellmuth/status/1493001845278601216
https://twitter.com/ArashMarkazi/status/1493017726285082625
https://twitter.com/PLeonardNYDN/status/1493014324377309184
https://twitter.com/CBSLA/status/1493052584550088707?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1493052584550088707%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.brandwatch.com%2Fproject%2F1998305663%2Fdashboards%2F1179475
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● Pre-kickoff Hype
● User rooting for the 

Cincinnati Bengals
● Scoreboard Updates

● LA Rams become the 
champions of the Super 
Bowl LVI edition

● Scoreboard 
UpdATe-kickoff Hype

● User rooting for the LA 
Rams

● Overall discontent 
with the game’s 
referees

● Odell beckham jr’s  
knee injury

Even though both teams held a share greater than 
60% in user content, most of it was neutral. 
Conversations for both groups were largely neutral, 
as observed in the UGC vs Press distribution, 
primarily due to the press as media outlets provided 
constant coverage over the match scoring and play. 
Most of the positive sentiment for both teams was 
driven by users rooting for their favorites.

Which was the user sentiment 
for both teams, and which were 
the most significant discussion, 
sentiment-charged drivers?

● users s discontent 
with the game’s 
outcome

● User Criticism towards 
the defensive lineup

Positive mentions

Negative MENTIONS

*Note: Negative and Positive charged posts were manually coded to identify relevant verbatims Sources:

7% 25%

8% 14%

Sentiment Breakdown

RAMS  

BENGALS

BENGALS RAMS
Positive mentions

Negative MENTIONS

https://twitter.com/AKinkhabwala/status/1492925532677152769
https://twitter.com/PFF_AndrewR/status/1492841431928614921
https://twitter.com/PFF_AndrewR/status/1492841431928614921
https://twitter.com/CBSDFW/status/1493015654550671371
https://twitter.com/ChrisCoons/status/1493072027539881989
https://twitter.com/ChrisCoons/status/1493072027539881989
https://twitter.com/ChrisCoons/status/1493072027539881989
https://twitter.com/wdsu/status/1493028207016218625
https://twitter.com/wdsu/status/1493028207016218625
https://twitter.com/FOXLA/status/1492891605157744640
https://twitter.com/RealHousewifeMi/status/1493004500759719936
https://twitter.com/RealHousewifeMi/status/1493004500759719936
https://twitter.com/wdsu/status/1493028207016218625
https://twitter.com/michaelbumpus5/status/1493058634594480129
https://twitter.com/michaelbumpus5/status/1493058634594480129
https://twitter.com/michaelbumpus5/status/1493058634594480129
https://twitter.com/abc27News/status/1493043591131893762
https://twitter.com/abc27News/status/1493043591131893762
https://twitter.com/PFF_AndrewR/status/1492841431928614921
https://twitter.com/allonkessel/status/1493064875110637569
https://twitter.com/allonkessel/status/1493064875110637569
https://twitter.com/allonkessel/status/1493064875110637569
https://twitter.com/Smuv_/status/1493057682529468419
https://twitter.com/Smuv_/status/1493057682529468419
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What were the DEMOGRAPHICS & 
CONTENT SOURCES around the 
Cincinnati Bengals and LA Rams?

Gender Breakdown & User Interests

Both teams registered a noticeable share of user-generated 
content (above 60%) mainly driven by Twitter and Forums 
users rooting for their favourite teams and celebrating plays. 
Worth to mention, men accounted for over a 75% share of 
posted content related to the Bengals and Rams. The 
remainder of the posts were published by traditional media 
outlets such as Fox 11 News, CSBC LA and Fox News, who 
provided constant coverage of the game’s scoreboard and 
main highlights.

Sources:

User Generated Content vs Press Publications

74% 26%

User Generated Content vs Press Publications

62% 38%

76%

24% 23%

77%

Gender Breakdown & User Interests

*Note: User Generated Content includes data from social platforms such as Twitter, Forums & Blogs. 
Press publications includes data from traditional media outlets.

https://twitter.com/FOXLA/status/1492891605157744640
https://twitter.com/CBSLA/status/1493052584550088707
https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1492994128954761221
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Cooper Douglas Kupp (born 
June 15, 1993) is an American 
football wide receiver for 
the Los Angeles Rams of the 
National Football League 
(NFL). He’s been named 
Offensive Player of the Year 
after his season concluded 
with him earning MVP honors 
in Super Bowl LVI.

Cooper Kupp garnered over 71.5K mentions in a single day following its amazing performance at the Super Bowl with an 
estimated 75.4M of content viewers (impressions) across social platforms. 25% of his mentions took place by 10 pm, as users 
commented over his MVP announcement and overall feats during the season; most of these posts were neutral and positive. 

Highlights

Follower Demographics

Cooper 
Kupp
LA RAMS MVP

661.4K154.7K

Gender Breakdown Geographic Distribution Sentiment Among Comments

California

texas

New york

florida

illinois

15.9%

9.6%

6.9%

5.0%

4.1%88% 12%

Male Female

Social FOLLOWERS

3% 61% 36%

https://twitter.com/jwyattsports/status/1493061430332968960
https://twitter.com/RecruitLouisian/status/1493067523490820096
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MOST POPULAR ADS
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2022 Super Bowl most relevant commercials

FTX’s ad features comedian Larry 
David appearing throughout the ages 
as he criticizes life-changing inventions 
like the wheel and the lightbulb. Around 
34% of users reacted positively to the 
ad. In comparison, the other 14% 
responded negatively, stating that it 
was nice to see David on the 
commercial until they found out it
was related to crypto. 

Amazon presented a world where 
Alexa can read your mind for their 
commercial. It features Scarlett 
Johansson and Colin Jost in a series 
of scenarios where the virtual 
assistant adds reminders by itself 
like it could read their minds. 19% of 
users reacted positively to this ad, 
commenting that it was funny. 

Coinbase chose to show a colorful
QR code moving on the screen for its Super 
Bowl ad, similar to the bouncing DVD logo. 
Viewers who scanned the QR code were led 
to Coinbase’s website. In terms of 
sentiment, 30% was considered positive, 
mentioning that it was a great way to 
generate visits to the company website.

AD #1
Coinbase’s bouncing QR 
code spot appears to have 
crashed its app

FTX’s Don't Miss Out 
with Larry David

Amazon’s Big Game 
Commercial: Mind 
Reader

AD #2 AD #3

Mentions: 7.2K
Mentions: 6.9k 

Mentions: 2.0k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbuYi_UUrJU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noekVG8XLQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0UEAr8I9G8
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The First-Ever All-Electric Chevy 
Silverado – New Generation (The 
Sopranos) | Chevrolet 

“The Sopranos” made a comeback on Super Bowl Sunday in 
Chevrolet’s commercial. The ad features  Jamie-Lynn Sigler 
driving an electric Silverado. The sentiment was very 
positive from users (43%). Many commented on “The 
Sopranos” theme song and comeback.

AD #4

2022 Super Bowl most relevant commercials

Mentions: 1.2K

Sally's Seashells 
(Extended) | Big Game 
Commercial 2022

Starring Zendaya, website builder Squarespace put an 
entrepreneurial spin on the classic tongue twister “Sally 
Sells Seashells” for its Super Bowl spot. The actress 
portrays Sally, launching a Squarespace website and 
expanding her seashell business. Around 13% of users 
reacted positively to this ad; 6% were negative, and 81% of 
the reactions were neutral.

AD #5

Mentions: 588 

*Descriptions are based on the Super Bowl ads 2022 research carried out by Campaignasia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bZYqFsU72Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rl8j5631Q
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How trending was the 
halftime Ads on social?

Timeline of Mentions: February 13th (24-Hour Distribution)           squarespace          chevrolet           amazon           ftx           coinbase

Coinbase has the most 
effective ad so far

Fantastic and shareable 
Super Bowl ad

FTX best Super Bowl 
commercialPrevious 

announcement of FTX 
commercial

“The Sopranos” ad 
appearance hype

Awesome Squarespace 
ad with Zendaya 
appearance Witty and funny 

amazon ad

The Super Bowl Ads were trending topics on Twitter on Sunday 13th, gaining 
21.2K mentions. Many users shared posts about some of the most relevant ads 
of this year’s event. One of the most mentioned commercials was the Coinbase 
ad, featuring a colorful QR code bouncing around the screen similar to a DVD 
logo. The code directed users to the company’s website, which collapsed during 
the game due to the massive traffic it generated. 

Sources:Sources:

4   K
3  K

2  K
1  K

0  m

00:00 02:00 05:00 09:00 11:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 24:00

http://twitter.com/ScottWalker/statuses/1493014683057815553
http://twitter.com/ScottWalker/statuses/1493014683057815553
https://twitter.com/5le/status/1493053179893846025
https://twitter.com/5le/status/1493053179893846025
http://twitter.com/Dscn1997/statuses/1493026503319166982
http://twitter.com/Dscn1997/statuses/1493026503319166982
https://twitter.com/Ramon31869411/status/1492851059299082243
https://twitter.com/Ramon31869411/status/1492851059299082243
http://twitter.com/srosendorf1014/statuses/1493019844685541384
http://twitter.com/srosendorf1014/statuses/1493019844685541384
http://twitter.com/JohnDigles/statuses/1493007314990817281
http://twitter.com/JohnDigles/statuses/1493007314990817281
http://twitter.com/JohnDigles/statuses/1493007314990817281
http://twitter.com/cbetancourtPR/statuses/1493048717322211334
http://twitter.com/cbetancourtPR/statuses/1493048717322211334


ABOUT
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Maven Road is a global business intelligence 
firm focused on deciphering big data and 
creating actionable insights that enable our 
clients to develop and maintain a position of 
strategic market leadership.

We conduct Marketing and Consumer 
Research, leveraging a myriad of sources. Our 
studies and technologies deliver valuable 
consumer analytics and innovative solutions 
to our clients’ needs.

About Maven Road

Some of our clients
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Maven Road has worked with Google, 
providing Social Listening intelligence 
for various brand verticals of the 
company around the world.

We do Audience Mapping to achieve a 
better understanding of the users that 
interact with the brands’ handles on 
social media.

We’ve also developed Dynamic 
Dashboards to help brands visualize 
their impact on social media 
conversations. 

Worked with various YouTube teams 
to understand the composition of 
their audiences and the impact of 
their Owned Content.

Worked with Alphabet’s self-driving car 
division, Waymo, to provide a 24/7 PR-threat 
monitoring system.

Also conducts Social Listening and Owned 
Content analyses on a quarterly basis.

We partner with Marketing 
leaders to enhance their 

data-driven  decision-making

Our partners and some of our work:



THANK YOU!


